Wizard's Castle

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 64K RAM, Disk Extended Basic, one disk drive.

LOADING INSTRUCTIONS: Place the Wizard's Castle diskette into drive O and type "CAST". The program will auto-start and you will be ready to go. If you have Disk Basic version 1.1 just typing DOS will load and start the game.

WARNING: Do not place ANY other files onto the Wizard's Castle master disk. If you do, you will make the master disk inoperable.

TROUBLE: If the program will not auto-start or does not load properly for any reason, return it to your dealer. If the problem was not caused by user abuse and it is within 90 days of purchase, he will replace the diskette.

SPEECH CAPABILITY: Wizard's Castle will talk to you if you have a Tandy SPEECH/SOUND cartridge installed in your Color Computer system.

HOW TO PLAY

Wizard's Castle is a high-resolution, graphic adventure game filled with traps, tricks, treasures and creatures of all types which are randomized at the beginning of each adventure so that no two adventures will ever be the same. You must successfully maneuver through or around the traps and tricks and defeat the creatures in order to obtain the treasures which are required in order to win (see How to Win below). There are three different skill levels to choose from in order to provide challenges for all types of players.

SKILL LEVELS: Skill Level I is for the novice player and can be played in 1-4 hours. At this level the creatures are easy to defeat, experience points are easier to obtain, beneficial tricks happen more often, dangerous traps happen less often or not at all and your strength increases naturally at a high rate. Skill Level II is for the intermediate player and can be played in 4-10 hours. At this level the creatures are slightly more dangerous, experience points do not come quite as easily, beneficial tricks happen fairly often, dangerous traps happen more often and your strength increases naturally at a slower rate. Skill Level III is for the advanced player and will take 8 or more hours to play. At this level the creatures are difficult to defeat and all game functions are at their highest level of difficulty. Small physical strength losses will occur during movement.

METHOD OF PLAY: The game is played by typing two word verb/noun commands. This will cause the game to take actions determined by the command which you have entered. Wizard's Castle is a real time game, however, which means that the game may take certain actions itself without any input or command from you. Most of the real time effects will manifest themselves in the movement and attacks of the creatures.

There are some special one word commands:

NORTH (N) SOUTH (S) EAST (E) WEST (W) TELEPORT
BACK FREEZE UNCLE HELP DIR
INV(ventory)

The top half of the screen will display a graphics picture of the area in which you are currently located. The bottom half of the screen is used for text descriptions and command entry. The top line of this text window is protected from scrolling and will display the following information:

COND - Displays your current physical strength. Maximum is 255 and if it reaches zero, you lose.
SCORE - Displays current number of points obtained.
EXPERIENCE - Displays the current number of experience points obtained.

HOW TO ATTACK A CREATURE: All of the creatures have intelligence and personalities. Some will chase you, some will fight to the death and others will fight until they get weak and then run away.

The amount of damage done to a creature during an attack is based upon the following:
1. your physical strength
2. the type of weapon being used
3. the attack command used
4. which creature you are attacking
5. skill level

The amount of damage that a creature can inflict upon you is based upon the following:
1. the strength of the creature
2. which creature is attacking
3. weapon status
4. rest status
5. skill level

The wizard has many special powers including that of resurrection. Any creature that you kill (including the wizard) can and will be resurrected in the near future, so watch out!

SCORING POINTS: There are two different types of points which may be accumulated: SCORE and EXPERIENCE points. Score points are the basis of your score (surprise, surprise) and experience points are a measure of how tough and battle-tested you are. Experience points are obtained by performing normal actions during the course of the game and they are required in order to be able to perform certain feats during the course of the game. In other words, you may be required to have a certain number of experience points before you are allowed to attempt to do some actions. There are 24 objects which will award you score points if you take the object and present it to the King by dropping it at the entrance to his castle. This action may also award you a small amount of experience just as certain heroic actions may also award you score points in addition to the regular allotment of experience points. When you drop coins for the King, he will immediately take them (sounds like Congress doesn't it) but there will always be coins to be had somewhere in the realm (which doesn't sound like Congress).

BUYING POINTS: It is possible to buy points of either type. You must have at least 100 points of the type which you will use to pay for the type which you are buying and the exchange rate is 50%. For example, if you wish to "BUY EXPERIENCE" then you must have at least 100 score points and the purchase of 25 experience points will cost you 50 score points.

WINNING THE GAME: In order to win the game, you must find the princess, free her and TAKE her with you. Hint: the wizard must be dead for you to be able to free the princess.
## LIST OF VERBS

| NORTH or N | DROP | UNCLE | RUB | ZAP |
| SOUTH or S | TOSS | FREEZE | FILL | BUY |
| EAST or E | READ | DRINK | INV | SAVE |
| WEST or W | SWIM | OPEN | SHOOT | LOAD |
| LOOK or L | ARM | UNLOCK | STAB | DIR |
| EXAMINE or EXAM | PLAY | SPEECH | HACK | DEL |
| TELEPORT | EAT | CLIMB | HELP | SAY |
| UNREADY | TAKE | UNTIE | BASH | BACK |
| READY | GET | TIE |

## LIST OF WEAPONS

| CROSSBOW | CLUB | SHOOT | BACK |
| SWORD | AXE | STAB | BASH |

## LIST OF CREATURES

- CYCLOPS - Deadly
- BADGER - Dangerous
- UNICORN - Friendly
- DRAGON - Deadly, will follow you if he enters a room that you have been in recently
- WIZARD - Dangerous
- GNOME - Plays practical jokes
- TROLL - Dangerous
- QC - Deadly, will also follow you

## OBSCURE VERB DEFINITIONS

- READY - used to prepare a weapon for combat. Reading a weapon will force you to drop everything except for the weapon and won’t allow you to get anything until you unready it. During the time that a weapon is ready, creature attacks will be less severe.
- UNCLE - used to quit a game at any time.
- DIR - shows all games saved on the disk.
- LOAD - loads a saved game from the disk. LOAD must be followed by at least one space and the name of the file to load, i.e. LOAD WIZGAME1.
- SAVE - saves the current game status on the disk. SAVE must be followed by at least one space and the file name in which you wish to save the data.
- DEL - deletes a saved game from the disk. DEL must be followed by at least one space and the name of the file to kill.
- SPEECH - turns speech on or off.

WIZARD'S CASTLE is copyrighted by Spectral Associates, 3418 So. 90th St., Tacoma, WA 98409. All rights are reserved. Copies of this program may not be made except for the PERSONAL, USE OF THE ORIGINAL USER. These rights are not transferable. This game is sold on an as is basis without warranty. Spectral Associates shall have no liability or responsibility to consumer or any other person or entity with respect to any liability, loss, or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by computer programs sold by Spectral Associates. If the diskette should ever be accidentally erased or become unusable for any reason, Spectral Associates will replace the disk for $6.00 if the original diskette is returned postpaid.

Clues for Wizard's Castle may be purchased from Spectral Associates for $2.00.
MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES

SYZYGY (ORIGINAL)
Ultra-exciting Hi-Res graphic adventure game. This is the ultimate challenge for the Color Computer adventurer. Only the best will be able to survive the dangers and solve the puzzles in order to meet Darth Vader in final combat. Requires 32K RAM.

GEOGRAPHY PAC (ORIGINAL)
Learn the geography of the world and America! Five separate self-contained lessons: United States, Europe, Asia, Africa, and South/Central America. You'll also learn capital and major cities, statehood dates, major industries and currencies.

ICE CASTLES (CRYSTAL CASTLES)
Maneuver through a spectacular 3-D castle collecting treasure and avoid the bad guys by jumping over them or using elevators to move to new levels. Over 25 different rooms to explore will provide endless hours of fun. Requires 32K and Joysticks.

GALAGON (GALAGA)
Wave after wave of spiraling attackers trying to capture your fighters. Score big time points during the challenge round. Enjoy! Requires 32K and Joysticks.

MODULE MAN (ORIGINAL)
The King’s sword has been stolen and hidden deep within the evil sorcerer's dungeon. Module Man must fight his way through 15 rooms in his quest while conserving his energy to defeat the fearful monsters which are guarding the sword. Requires 32K and Joysticks.

CUBIX (Q*BERT)
Sixteen skill levels make this 3-D pyramid game fun for anyone! Sprinkles the snake is just one of the creatures to look out for. Requires 32K and Joysticks.

PENGON (PENGO)
You are lost in a maze of slippery ice cubes, being pursued by 5 ice sealions. Line up the three power cubes for a quick escape. Requires 16K and Joysticks.

LANCER (Joust)
Lava pits, dragons & disappearing islands are just a few of the obstacles you must overcome. Then the awesome Dragon appears! Requires 32K and Joysticks.

SPACE WREK (STAR TREK)
Can you ward off the Romagon hordes attacking your Starship? Super realistic 3-D Hi-Res graphics put you in the control seat of Earth’s most powerful Starship. Phasers and 2 long range scanners are just a few of your weapons. Requires 32K and Joysticks.

LUNAR ROVER PATROL (MOON PATROL)
Charged with the task of exploring the moon, you must dodge, destroy, or jump over the many hazards from the sky and terrain. Good Luck and enjoy your mission! Requires 32K and Joysticks.
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